Talash.com Introduced Exclusive Range of Rakhis on This
Raksha Bandhan 2017
Since 2000, talash.com has been one of the most preferred website amongst the
NRI’s for sending rakhis to India. The company has exclusive collections of Rakhis for
the year 2017 which will mesmerize you. With the fastest delivery network across the
globe it becomes very easy for you to place the order and get the fastest delivery
anywhere in India and then too without any extra charges.
June 22, 2017 (Talash.com) -- “Raksha Bandhan” or “Rakhi” the most awaited and the auspicious
festival celebrated in India with full joy and get to gether. The festival is celebrated on the full moon
day of the Hindu festival “Shravana” which falls in the month of August. The festival “Raksha
Bandhan” is called as “Bond of Protection” where every brother promises her sister to protect and
love her for life time. On this auspicious day sister ties the holy thread of “Rakhi” on her brother’s
wrist and prays to god to give him all the happiness and prosperity. Since thousands of year this
festival is been celebrated across the globe with full joy and fun in the family by Indians. We all have
been waiting for this auspicious festival to be celebrated as this is very special day when the brother
and sisters come at one place and celebrate this day by having fun and get together.
For last decade, sending rakhi to India online has now been very easy with the emerging services of
online websites like Talash.com. Talash has been one of the most preferred website amongst the
NRI’s for sending rakhis to India with its most vibrant and exclusive collections years by years. At
talash.com we understand the love and emotions attached with this auspicious festival and therefore
sending rakhis to India from any part of the world has now been very easy and fast. The best part
for sending rakhis online is that we can seen array of the products with the best prices and that too
with the prompt delivery.
Now a days as the trends are shifting day by day, so is the thought process too has been changing.
Gone are the days where we need to go and shop in the market and spend hours and hours to
search for the best Rakhi for our brother and then courier them and keep following up whether the
rakhis have been delivered or not. Hence, to overcome with all this problems, online services have
come up as boom for all of us for sending rakhis to India with all the ease and comfort. At
talash.com you will find the most vibrant collection of Rakhis online and that too with the variety of
options. So pull up your socks and get ready for sending the best rakhi to your brother in India or
any part of the globe by talash.com with its new collections of Rakhi 2017.
At talash.com placing order is very easy and accurate as the website gives you option for placing
the order in your local currency which is the best part. So, be you reside in any part of the country,
you will be able to select the best rakhi with the most accurate price and various modes of payments
like Indian and International Credit and Debit Card, Net Banking, PayPal. So, don’t be late select
the best rakhi and we will make the delivery to your loved one’s in India with all the necessary
precautions and with the commitment of getting it delivered on time and also with no extra shipping
charges as sending rakhi to India from talash.com is free….
Contact Information
For more information contact Sneh Christian of Talash.com (http://www.talash.com/)
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